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Facility: IES Los Fresnos 
Date of the Incident: 08/08/14                    UAC:  
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  08/08/14 
Summary of SIR:   
Furthermore, reported during the journey from Honduras to the U.S., she experienced an incident of sexual abuse by 
the smuggler traveling with her group. reported when they arrived to a hotel in Mexico, the smuggler placed her 
group in a hotel room. reported she fell asleep and when she woke up, she was alone with the smuggler. 
stated the smuggler was known as and  stated her mother made the travel arrangements with him 
because she (mother) knew him. added she is aware  is a member of the gang. Moreover, 

 reported  threatened to cut her face and one of her limbs if she did not comply to have sex with 
him. reported she pleaded for him not to hurt her and stated she told  that she had been abuse 
before. eported  stated he did not care and he proceeded to sexually abuse her (penetration). 

reported  threatened her life if she reported the aforementioned incident. eported 
did not attempt to harm her again and he returned to her group. stated the next time she saw 

 was when she was crossing from to the U.S.  reported  apologized to her.  
During the initial clinical interview, expressed feeling sadness due to the sexual abuse she experienced by 

”. reported the sexual abuse occurred seven days ago. also reported feeling fearful of being deported to 
Honduras and stated she fears  or will harm her if she returns.  
 
Incident Type: Allegations of Abuse by Other UAC Sexual Abuse; Inappropriate Sexual Behavior; Sexual Assault 
Facility: Sandy Pines 
Date of the Incident: 08/08/14                    UAC: 
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  08/08/14 
Summary of SIR:   
UAC was sitting down next to another UAC ( and was observed by MHT with her hand resting on UAC’s 

upper thigh. redirected both UACs for exhibiting poor boundaries and requested they separate from each 
other. Both UACs refused to comply with  directive. continued to prompt UACs to move to chairs separate 
from each other. UAC complied. UAC followed UAC and sat next to her again. UAC was redirected to 
separate from UAC ) and was informed by in Spanish that she would get consequence for physical 
boundary breach. UAC became upset at and questioned his directive. walked away and was alerted by MHT 

to turn around. At this time, turned around and witnessed UAC running towards him with a metal chair raised 
over her head. blocked the chair with his right arm, engaged with UAC and both fell to the floor. Staff immediately 
intervened and a prone personal restraint was initiated on UAC at 10:57 am. UAC was released at 11:01 am when she was 
no longer making physical and verbal threats towards MHT . Nurse spoke with UAC processing/debriefing the 
events leading up to the incident. UAC was escorted to the time out area to calm down and continue processing the 
incident. UAC verbalized she has a knife hidden in her room and is going to stab UAC was able to calm down while 
in the time out area. Nurse assessed UAC for injury and noted her right eye swollen with a 1 cm. scratch on her 
eyebrow. Nurse offered pain medication for discomfort, but UAC refused. Unit Staff searched UAC’s room to locate the 
knife UAC reported she had as well as any other objects that could be used to harm herself or others. Nothing was found. 
UAC was escorted back to her unit (Pelican). UAC was moved to another room without any roommates. UAC was given 8 
REST hours for aggression and placed on eye contact around peers as per the psychiatrist’s  orders. UAC has 
processed this incident with the primary therapist. UAC will continue to work on identifying and implementing coping skills 
to manage her mood.       
 
Incident Type: Allegations of Abuse by Other UAC Sexual Abuse; Inappropriate Sexual Behavior; Sexual Assault 
Facility: BCFS Chavaneaux 
Date of the Incident: 08/07/14                   UAC: 
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR:  08/08/14 
Summary of SIR:   
Clients alleged that client showed his private parts to them. Clients
and reported that they were playing in the middle of their room (A wing room 10) with their toy car when they 
heard the restroom door open.  They stated that client opened the restroom door, and while 
he was standing inside the restroom between the sink and tub facing their room  they saw pull his own shorts down 
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